Dear Sir/Madam,
so while I don’t consider myself an
expert on any of these matters, I have researched all these claims. This submission is both a
paraphrasing of all my research, and a list of policies which I, an interested citizen, would like to see.
1. Australia’s military posture dramatically over-emphasises expeditionary invasion.
Australia has relatively small armed forces compared to its neighbours, but these consist of highvalue, high-power assets such as the Collins-class submarines and F-35s. Our forces are
overwhelmingly suited to offensive action, which makes Australia look threatening, particularly to
Indonesia. Australia naturally wants to make itself a tough target to challenge, but this should be
achieved through greater defensive capabilities.
In the WP, Australia should state that it will now change its defence posture to emphasise territorial
defence, and take the necessary action to make this convincing to foreign governments.
2. Australia is isolated regionally.
In Australia we have a long history of distancing ourselves from our neighbours to the north. The
White Australia policy and Vietnam War are thankfully fading into history, but our reliance on ANZUS
to the detriment of all other relationships, and our disgraceful actions in East Timor (intervening was
righteous, but unwise), would seem to indicate our true colours to foreign governments. Former PM
Rudd was unable to rally enough support in ASEAN to allow Australia to join. Our counter-terrorism
cooperation agreements with several neighbours, and military cooperation with Indonesia, are good
starts, but much more needs to be done. When it comes to regional engagement, formal
agreements are only part of the way. The rest is broader economic integration and cultural
exchange.
In the WP, Australia should state its intention to multiply and strengthen its Preferential Trade
Agreements and Free Trade Agreements with South East Asian economies.
3. Australia has a poor record of respecting territorial integrity.
We supported Indonesia’s claim to sovereignty over East Timor for decades until suddenly backflipping. We were by far the major player in the UN intervention which ultimately freed East Timor
from Indonesia. This has proven to be very unwise considering South East Asia is filled with states
with dubious territorial claims and ethnically-homogenous enclaves, who now view Australia as a
potential critic.
In the WP, Australia should state unambiguously its iron-clad, unshakeable support for territorial
integrity, and affirm that its policy is not to comment on domestic affairs.
4. Australia’s is risking losing its economic prosperity in a future global economy.
Major developments in a myriad of technologies (including additive manufacturing, hydroponics,
interactive software, robotics and renewable energy) indicate the global economy will change
dramatically over the next few years. These developments could mean that countries with large,
unskilled populations are no longer able to industrialise in the way Europe and north Asia did.

Queensland’s innovation program is an excellent model for the federal and state governments to
follow.
In the WP, Australia should announce a series of concrete programs to boost entrepreneurship and
innovation, in order to maintain its position as a first-class economy.
In the WP, Australia should announce that its foreign aid economic growth programs will pre-empt
changes in the global economy by investing in IT education.
5. Australia’s relationship with Indonesia is abysmal.
Considering the importance, both present and future, which Indonesia has in the global economy
and regional environment, Australia’s relationship with it is woeful. This is largely Australia’s fault,
although it must be admitted that Indonesia has only truly been compatible with Australia since its
revolution. There are many reasons why Australia should greatly accelerate its cooperation with our
northern neighbour. Firstly, it is hard to find a pair of neighbouring economies anywhere that are as
mutually compatible as us and Indonesia. Secondly, in the inevitable rise of China, regional
resistance will necessarily galvanise around Indonesia. Thirdly, Australian tourism to Indonesia has
never been higher, and cultural exchange is crucial to developing formal ties.
In the WP, Australia should state its concrete intention to greatly deepen its military cooperation
with Indonesia.
In the WP, Australia should reorganise its aid budget to focus on the economic modernisation of
Indonesia.
In the WP, Australia should unveil a series of programs designed to increase economic integration, in
the form of tax incentives, tariff reductions or removals, and especially tertiary education exchanges.
----This is the end of my submission. I have omitted discussing some developments in military
technology because I do not know what the effects of them will be. Nevertheless I foresee that
militaries will adopt aerial and submarine drones en masse as they are cheap and powerful. This
could serve to stabilise or destabilise the SE Asian region, it is unclear at this stage. I recommend that
DFAT immediately begin researching the effect this will have on the balance of power in SE Asia.
I have tried to be as succinct as possible; I hope I have made a worthwhile contribution.
Thank you for reading,
Jamie O’Connor

